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The editor takes no responsibilityforthe accuracy of this information which has been collated from many
PleasecallClub Secretariesforfinal confirmation: (C) Central: Rae Powell 624 1513 (CM) Counties-Manu
Brighouse 09 298 8380 (NW) NorthWest: Marquita Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: David Nevin
2415 (H) Hamilton: Jim Barr 07 856 9501 (P) Pinelands: Lyndon Haugh 07 886 9671 (T) Taupo: Kathleen
07 378 0818 (R) Rotorua: Andrew Wilson 07 348 7694 (E) Egmont: Annie Sanderson 07 753 3541.

FEBRUARY 1996
Thu 1st

NW

NorthWest Club meeting, 19:30, Barbecue 18:00
Garden/Gelderman residence, 23 Nixon Road, Henderson

3,4,6

C

Waitangi 3 Day - CANCELLED, SORRY!

D

NZ Masters Games, Dunedin, pre-entry, you're too late

C

Central Club meeting, all Club members welcome, 19:30
Roberts residence, 23A Shore Road, Remuera, please park across the road

H

Donny Park, off River Road, 17:15-18:45

Wed 7th

Sat 10th

NZOF Council Meeting, Rotorua

Sun 11th NZOF

Tue 13th

Strategic and Management Plan Review Meeting, Tasman Forestry Office, Rotorua

NW

Weiti, Special Promotional Event free to helpers and to novices, 2 courses,
Details in this issue, setter/controller Les Paver and Rob Garden.
Signposted from the East Coast Road between Northcross and Silverdale.

C

Summer Series, One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park, Pohutukawa Drive, 17:15-19:00

CM

Counties-Manukau Club Annual General Meeting CHANGED DATE
Pilbrow residence, Bombay, 19:30pm, all CMOC members welcome

Wed 14th H

Waikato University, 17:15-18:45

17,18

Kaweka Challenge, Hawkes Bay, entries closed on 21st January

HB

Sun 18th Wh

Maunu Reserve, 11:00-12:00

Tue 20th

Summer Series, Mount Eden, Clive Road, 17:15-19:00 NEW MAP!

C

Wed 21st H

Forest Lake, 17:15-18:45

Sat 24th

Deadline for entries to Katoa Po All Night Relays.

Sun 25th

Tue 27th

CM

Totara Park, Manukau Festival of Sport, Manurewa, 10:00-12:30, Setter Ken Browne

H

Johnstone's Farm (Whatawhata 2), 11:00-13:00

C

Summer Series, Domain, Grandstand, Carlton Gore Road, 17:15-19:00

Wed 28th H
2

Sandford Park, off Bader Street, 17:15-18:45
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MARCH 1996
Sat 2nd

T

Katoa Po All Night Relays, Karapiti, Taupo, club teams pre-entry
Lots of interesting details in the December NZ Orienteering magazine.

Sun 3rd

NW

Muriwai, promotional event, 10:00-12:30, free to novices and helpers

Tue 5th

C

Wed 6th

H

Summer Series / Secondary Schools event, One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park
Observatory, Manukau Road, 17:15-19:00
Rose Gardens, off Cobham Drive, 17:15-18:45

9/10

Squad Ahuroa Valley & Woodcocks, EVENT CANCELLED - SORRY!

Sun 10th
Tue 12th

Deadline for entries to National Championships, details December Auckland Orienteer
NW

Sun 17th C

Moire Park, Promotional, Secondary Schools event, 10:00-12:30
Lloyd Elsmore Park, Bell Road, Pakuranga, 10:00-12:30 NEW MAP

H

Whatawhata 1, 11:00-13:00

Wh

Parua Bay, 11:00-12:00

Sun 24th

NW

Weiti, Autumn Series / Secondary Schools event, 10:00-12:30

Sun 31st

CM

Autumn Series, forest, Waiuku?

H

Pakaroa. 11:00-13:00
19
26

April 1996
5-8
7-14
9-11
12
12,13
14
20
21
21
28

H/E/P National Championships, PioPio
Spain Veteran World Cup, Murcia, Spain
Squad Junior Training Camp (??)
NW
Ngapuketurua, Autumn Series / SecSch
RK NI Sec Sch Championships, Whirikino
H
Four Brothers
Wh
Pompallier
NZOF Annual Seminar, Bulls
NZOF Annual General Meeting, Bulls
Squad Woodhill Forest Run, to be confirmed
NW
Pulpit Rock, Promotional / SecSch
CM
Totara Park, SecSch
P
Hodderville

May 1996
5
12

H
Wh
NW
P

Glenora
Maunu, night-O (?)
Ngapuketurua, Autumn Series, SecSch
Redwood Reserve, Tokoroa

Wh
CM
H

Glenbervie
Autumn Series
Sanatorium Hill

June 1996
1-3
8-14
9

16
23
25
30

NW
QB3Day Auahine Topu/Otakanini Topu
PAPO Canterbury Champs, Craigmore
Junior World Championships, Romania
SecSch
H
CDOA OY Kairangi
Wh
Gumtown
C
Pulpit Rock, Autumn Series
P
Crossing
H
Kapamahunga
Auckland Sec Sch Championships
C
Streets/parks

July 1996
7
Wh
12,13 C

Mangawhai, AOA OY1
NZ Sec Sch Championships
3
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Ngapuketurua, Promotional
AOA OY2
Streets / parks
Rose Gardens / Sandford Park
Winstones

NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND

August 1996
4
18
25

NW
C
C
H
Wh
31-1 Oz

Sixteen Mile, AOA OY3
AOA OY4
Streets / parks
Hamilton Lake
Omu Creek (?)
World Rogaine Champs

September 1996
1
8
15
22
29
28-6

CM
H
NW
C
Wh
C
H
Oz

AOA OY5
CDOA OY MtEliza
Karamatura
AOA OY6
Mair Park
Streets / parks
Kairangi
Aussie Championships, Tasmania
Southern Cross Junior Challenge

October 1996
6
13
19,20
26-28

NW
Wh
CM
HB
PAPO

Otakanini Topu, AOA OY7
Phoebe's Lake (?)
Auckland Championships
3 Day event
MTB/Club/Night/Train-O, Hanmer Springs

November 1996
3

C
H

5
9,10 E
16,17 D
17
Wh

Auckland Relay Championships
Glenora
Auckland Primary Schools Champs
CDOA Championships
South Island Championships
Kioreroa Road

December 1996
8

4

H
Wh

University
Mangawhai

After several weeks of unrelenting sunshine over
the holidays, it was ironic to start the O year in a
downpour at Ngapuketurua last weekend.
Nevertheless, a good crowd enjoyed Marquita's
challenging courses and more than a few of us
empathised with those 1994 World Cup runners
who ran in the same gruelling terrain.
The Volcanic Traverse was a complete contrast,
more of an exercise in endurance and fitness and
defeating dehydration, rather than a technical
challenge. I was impressed and humbled to watch
Scandinavians unerringly choose the best routes to
tricky control sites on maps which I should know
better after years of summer park events. The well
dressed camera-toting tourist hordes on the
summits of One Tree Hill and Mount Eden looked
rather quizzically at the oddly garbed, sweaty
orienteers as we charged through their midst with
scarcely a glance at the panoramic views.
Congratulations to Katie Fettes who made a
dramatic return to fitness over the summer. On
10th December Katie lined up with a capacity field
of 300 to run the mountainous 67km Kepler
Challenge near Lake Te Anau. Katie was first Kiwi
woman and 3rd woman overall in an excellent time
of 6 hours. She is now aiming for the national
mountain
running
team
for
the
world
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championships in Austria in the northern summer.
Katie then travelled to Hong Kong to visit father
John, ex NWOC, who has worked there for three
years. The trip just happened to coincide with the
Asia Pacific O Championships and Katie captured
the Classic title over 5km finishing 4 minutes clear
in 67:13 (!)

some information out in time for December
newsletters - mid November for an event in early
February was too much forward planning to expect
when we were busy thinking about the Summer
Series, the Volcanic Traverse, and having a life too.
We promise to try harder next time.

Birkenhead College orienteers have been proving
themselves academically as well as in the forest.
Craig Jakich was joint top scholar in NZ in
Accounting in the 1995 University Bursary and
scholarship examinations. Neil Haddon has been
accepted for Chiropractic School and will also start
a BSc at Auckland University. Antony Foxell
begins his B Architecture at Unitec in 1996.

Next club meeting
The first club meeting of 1996 will be at Rob
Garden and Marquita Gelderman's home, 23 Nixon
Road, Henderson on Thursday 1st February. A
BYO barbecue begins at 18:00.
Every club
member is welcome; come along and get involved
with your club.

Subscriptions
LISA MEAD 445 4555

CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX
This month's Chatterbox is not very chatty because
we don't have an official scribe. We'd be very
grateful if someone would step forward! In the
meantime please communicate your scandal to
Mark, contact details at the back of the newsletter.

This newsletter is the last you will receive if you do
not pay your subscription before 20th February
1996. Wouldn't that be a pity, missing out on this
august publication! (Also most of the other months
in a year.)

Next club meetings
The first committee meeting for 1996 will be held
on Wednesday 7th February at 19:30 at the
Roberts residence, 23A Shore Road, Remuera.
Please park across the road.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993

Travels
On their way to the World Veteran Championships
in Spain in April are the Brewises, Clendons,
Powells, Weekses. Andy and Jill are purported to
be staying in a monastery!

Waitangi Multi-Day

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS

The Central Club apologises to all of its O-hungry
friends who were all fired up to attend our Waitangi
Multi Day. A bad case of overstretched club
members lead to a worse case of nothing done, no
entry form, etc., so we were forced to abandon.

I attended my first O event for 1996 as a spectator
with both of my knees on the blink, the Elite Series
round at Waiuku Forest. I talked to some of the
overseas competitors who were impressed with the
fact that NZ clubs could run successful events with
what appeared to be so little organisation.

The main problem was (here comes the excuse)
the Christmas hiatus meaning that we had to get

Our Tania Robinson is running well with times
comparable to the men's runs. It is good to see so

5
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many competitors from outside the Auckland area
taking their holidays to coincide with the series.
Congratulations to those Kiwis who kept NZ to the
fore at APOC, particularly Katie Fettes in her W21E
win against ranked Europeans Eriksson of Sweden
and Tscheglova of Russia.

PROMOTIONAL
EVENT, WEITI,
FEBRUARY 11TH
A discussion group headed by new AOA President
Andy Brewis has decided that by building a bridge
between park and forest we can ease the transition
for newcomers. Our greatest chance of increasing
numbers is to get the park orienteer to try forest
orienteering and to help them when they get there.
On February 11th we are pushing for many
newcomers via advertising at the Summer Series in
early January and in the local free papers. The day
will be FREE for all newcomers who try one of two
specially designed courses, and will also be free for
anyone who comes along to help / instruct / follow
newcomers.
Club members may instruct for an hour or two, then
go for their own run free. We believe this is for the
good of the sport and we would like to see many
old and new faces turn up. Bring a friend and be
prepared for a swim at the beach afterwards.
Course setters are Les Paver and Rob Garden.

On the local scene, Geof Pilbrow has purchased a
set of golf clubs. Jeanine Browne made her debut
in Classic Motorcycle competition, finishing in
second place, then broke a finger in a fall while
practising; fortunately the BSA was undamaged.
Joanne Cunningham is in the USA on a six month
holiday, mainly skiing.
There was a large gathering at Mavis Hatwell's
70th birthday celebration. She is looking well and
back to driving her car. Also met up with Bev and
Cedric Laurent who are both retired in Pukekohe.
I am attempting again to put on an event in Totara
Park, date 28th February, with three promotional
courses, as part of the Manukau Festival of Sport.

Next club meeting
The Club's AGM is to be on Tuesday 13th February
(note the change of date) at the Pilbrow residence
in Bombay at 19:30. All Counties-Manukau Club
members are welcome.
KEN BROWNE 299 8413

The same format will apply for the Muriwai event on
Sunday March 3rd.
See you there!
ROB GARDEN 412 8879

ARCHIVES FEB'86
James Brewis got 1986 going with an event at
Dingle Dell where the experienced competitors
covered 3.7km on tracks criss-crossing each other
in a mainly green area. Phil Creagh and 19 year
old Jeanine Browne were the top course 1
competitors and Guy Cory-Wright won courses 2
and 3.
The next event at One Tree Hill saw overseas
visitors Mike Haydon and Judith Harzeumonger
with Gordon Pirie and the Lydiards competing.
Vivian Rix set the courses for the next event on the
same venue, with 232 competitors reading like a
Who's Who of Auckland orienteering.
Alistair Landels, 17 years old, won from Paul
Dalton and Rob Garden, while Joanne

6
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Cunningham, who always runs well in hills, beat
Carey Martin and Jeanine Browne.
After a St. Kentigern College event, the Whangarei
Club put on a three course event at Mangawhai
North. Course 1, 5.8km, catered for M21 - David
Melrose 46:30, and W21 Jeanine Browne 59:00,
M45 Rhys Thompson 82:00, M60 Bob Murphy
73:00. The Whangarei Club had been in existence
for only a year and had 83 members.
Further afield Geoff Mead and Tom Banfield won
the Tararua Mountain Marathon.
KEN BROWNE [CMOC]

"RUNNING" IN
HONG KONG
Yes, I'm alive and well again, after a dismal 1995
trying to recover from illness, overwork, overstress
and over-everything, I'm back on the road to longawaited vim and vigour!
In early December I dragged Geoff off to Te Anau
so that he could be my support crew for the 1995
Kepler Challenge, a 67km mountain race over the
Kepler Track. Mega mountains, awesome scenery
and unbelievable organisational finesse. Despite
not being quite 100% fit I could not resist the
temptation and managed 3rd place in 6 hours 15
minutes behind Australian orienteer Louise Fairfax
and Bermudan Sandra Mewett, a 2:32 marathoner.
It's a little too far to be a comfortable undertaking,
but it's worth it for the views!
Boxing Day rolled around and I jumped on a plane
bound for Hong Kong, mainly to see my Dad who's
been Civil Engineering in HK for 4 years, but also
to defend my Asia Pacific O title. Geoff decide to
stay home and eat up the Christmas leftovers and
catch all possible fish swimming by our beach.
It was choice. Dad was an A1 tour guide for nine
straight days, giving me total immersion into HK
life, Chinese food and HK hills, not molehills either,
but huge great granite lumps soaring right up out of
the city. Unreal. We tiki-toured the whole 1000
km2 by public transport, checking out skyscrapers,
mushrooming satellite cities, Dad's construction
site - a landfill on the Chinese border, the
chocabloc harbour and even Macau.
We had such a brimful itinerary that we only
squeezed in the APOC Individuals, but there were

also Relays and a Short-O. The Classic event was
only 45 minutes away by public transport, on a
spectacular mountain overlooking the city. The
mountain, Ma On Shan, was made for GRUNTY
courses, good route choice, and tough going
underfoot due to long grass, scratchy jungly bush
and zillions of stones. Ankle-busting terrain.
My course had 8% climb and was very rough
going, which was to my advantage because of my
lack of O practice. I managed to tear around the
course in grunty fashion, but fluffed around several
controls mainly because of lack of confidence. I
was impressed with both course and terrain, Geoff
Peck the main man behind both.
So I managed to scoop my 3rd successive APOC
win, a little luckily I reckon, and dad came 3rd in
M60A.
Several other Kiwis shone through
Pauline Ablett first in D45A, Ann Scott third in
D55A. The organisation left a little to be desired,
with the results board totally non-existent; it took
two days of telephoning before they could even
confirm that I had won!
There was a good international field, most of them
heading on to the Australian 5 day the following
week. Quite a few Europeans made the trek, and
tended to scoop the pool as usual.

H21E
1

Martin Okle, Switzerland

76:56

2

Shin Murakoshi, Japan

78:08

3

Ryohei Toshimitsu, Japan

78:13

4

Alex Morgan, Hong Kong

82:34

5

Bo Hallberg, Sweden

85:59

6

Yoshiro Tomita, Japan

87:30

D21E
1

Katie Fettes, NZ

67:13

2

Maria Eriksson, Sweden

71:16

3

Irina Tscheglova, Kazachstan

72:24

4

Sanae Kiue, Japan

75:15

5

Alice Bedwell, Britain

78:23

6

Nadezda Saib, Kazachstan

79:43

As for 1996, my passion for mountain running is far
from satiated even after the Kepler, so I'm hoping
to make the NZ team to the World Mountain
Running Championships in Austria in September.
But the O Nationals and the Fletcher Marathon are
on the cards too, for a bit of this and that.
Hope you are all having a happy New Year I sure
7
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am looking forward to seeing y'all in the woods
again!

to find the controls at the same time. The terrain
always looks so different in winter, it's like when
part of Woodhill is felled - you have to change the
KATIE FETTES [NWOC] way you think and orienteer completely.

TRAINING IN THE
SNOW
> Al - do tell us about your long runs in the snow!
Hi Mark,
Well, what I will do is tell a little about the training
camp I've just been to this last weekend. This was
a Stora Tuna winter training camp and had about
35 participants of all ages, including maybe 20
elite/A grade men and women. It was in a place
called Gronklitt about 1.5 hours from here NW
towards the mountains. The area had about 30cm
of snow and a bear park. Fortunately the latter was
enclosed by a 4 metre high fence but unfortunately
the bears were hibernating anyway so couldn't be
seen.
On arrival on the Saturday, everyone except me
got their cross-country skis out and headed out for
a 2 hour tour round the local tracks. Not having
bought skis yet I was left with just my running
shoes, several layers of clothing and a map. I
planned a 9km course using some controls from a
race in 1991. You can still see the control points
very clearly - they are 2 posts about 1-2 feet high
with a cross-bar between them. They are wooden
and are always left in the forest after races. The
great thing is that they are very distinctive in the
snow, fortunately there wasn't quite enough snow
for them to be buried - yet!
After about 2 or 3 minutes I realised that my
intended 9km course was ridiculously ambitious
due to the depth of the snow and I would have to
chop about a third off. Every step taken involves
crashing through a top layer of hard icy snow,
sinking 20-30cm into the softer snow below, then
having to pull your leg out of the hole that you've
just made. Uphills are often walked and only on
tracks that have been skied on is there any hope
for any real speed. I managed my shortened
course of 6km in about 75mins!
In the afternoon we all went orienteering, together!
About 10 of us headed off at about 3.30 with
another course and this time with head-lamps. The
exercise was a procession of runners each taking it
in turn to break a way through the snow and trying
8

The run ended up being about 65mins long which
was quite good for the 6km we did.
I found that unless there was an obvious around
route, straight was the best - even if it was across
uncrossable marshes and even lakes!! The
temperature over the weekend was about -10
degrees C, so I usually wear the following: Hat,
gloves, polyprop top, O-top or t-shirt, light-weight
jacket, two pairs of lycra tights, wet-suit calf
warmers and wet-suit socks.
Sunday dawned cold and clear and everyone else
took off on skis again, so I did the same with my
running shoes. Having had enough of deep snow
for one weekend, today I decided to run only on ski
tracks. I started off by running to the top of the
local ski-field where I could look down across Lake
Siljan.
The rest of the run was spent playing cat and
mouse with groups of skiers from the club.
Running uphill or on the flat on tracks I found I
could go as fast or even faster than them, but lose
completely on the downhill. Generally the skiers
have the advantage, except that they had to keep
stopping every 20-30 minutes to wax their skis
(because they were too fat for them and it came off
too quickly!), so in the end it was about even. The
track-surface is like a moderately hard sandy beach
so I was happy with the 2 hours that I took for the
29km that I ran.
The rest of the weekend was spent sleeping and
eating!
ALISTAIR LANDELS [COC],
EMAIL FROM SWEDEN

AOA DEVELOPMENT
GROUP
A group of orienteers (Ross Brighouse, John
Watson, John Powell and Andrew Brewis, under
the guidance of Selwyn Palmer) have been coopted by the AOA to provide background thinking
and planning guidelines designed to assist the
Auckland clubs in setting up orienteering programs.
The objective is:
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To optimise the quantity and quality of the
orienteering that can be provided within the
limitation of the resources that the clubs have to
offer - recognising:
• The need to provide an appropriate run up to
major competition.
• The needs of the beginner orienteer following
the summer series.
• The need to provide periods of orienteering with
a continuity and frequency of events sufficient
hold the attention of the loyal orienteer
throughout the period.

season.
• The activities of independent groups such as the
WOC squad be recognised; for instance nonactive periods should be timed such that they
are conveniently placed for the use of such
groups.
• That the program be designed so that it may
easily be expanded or contracted as resource
varies.
• The need to provide event organisers with
periods of rest.
JILL AND ANDY BREWIS [COC]

• The needs of the committed orienteer who is
likely to compete overseas regularly.
The group has been asked to proved scenario
programs for discussion by clubs, with the
Nationals located:

SHORTENING THE
ROUTE FROM PARK
TO FOREST

• Within the current time frame (autumn to early
winter).
• At a time ideally positioned
parameters of the exercise.

within

the

- together with discussion on the rationale that has
led to them. This work is currently in hand.
The group reports that the following issues have
become part of their thinking:
• It is not essential that Nationals be over a long
weekend.
• Orienteers
need
concentrated
(weekly)
orienteering leading up to major events.
• If concentrated orienteering is to be provided,
resource
limitations
demand
that
the
orienteering year be broken into blocks, that is,
round the year quality orienteering is not
possible.
• If orienteers are to be provided with a run up to
Nationals, then the Nationals must be positioned
at the end of a block of adequate length.
• Although this exercise has been initiated by
AOA, any program involves national events, and
to be saleable, must from the start consider
specific needs in other areas (for instance South
Island weather).
• The desire to run the summer series into
strongly supported introductory forest events.
• The promotional value of the summer series
may be reinforced, not diminished, if it overlaps
with forest events.
• Consideration should be given to the timing of
school holidays, exams and the European

What happens to all those summer runners who
compete enthusiastically in the parks each
Tuesday night but don't follow on when the serious
stuff starts in the forests? This was one of the
major questions facing a group looking at ways of
increasing membership of AOA clubs.
First of all Hilary and her team started with a survey
on Tuesday evenings, to get an indication of why
people enjoy the summer series and why they don't
then take the next step into orienteering proper.
Parks and forests are not just different venues, the
survey showed. They also involve two / too
different mind sets. Too far to travel to forests, too
many other commitments on Sundays, and too
many unknowns about what forest events entail.
It's obvious that the current transition at the end of
the summer series is not meeting the needs of the
beginner orienteer. With this information confirmed,
John Powell, Jean Cory-Wright and Rob Jessop
began the process of (in their words) Building a
Bridge Between Park and Forest.
The team has developed a sequence of events to
encourage the newcomers. You'll find:
•

Increased coverage in the summer series
results

•

Free tickets handed out

• The Weiti map (venue for first Sunday event 11
February) on display at park events
9
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CM

H

NW

P/T

R

4/8

10/3

19/5

1/9

9/6

At the forest there'll be:

c

C
----

• Beacon and handrail courses to "lead in" new
foresters
• Up to four instructors available throughout the
event
• All electric fences turned off

CM

9/11

---

14/7

7/7

9/6

15/9

H

21/7

6/10

----

1/9

19/5

18/8

NW

19/10

8/9

13/10 ----

14/7

10/3

P/T

20/10

18/8

4/8

15/9

----

19/10

• A buddy system in operation.

R

6/10

10/11

9/11

21/7

8/9

----

• Free entry for instructors and helpers at Weiti.

A car pool scheme and offers of transport will also
be set up. If you can provide car space please
contact John Powell, phone 624 1513.
An instructors' pool is being convened by Rob
Garden, phone 412 8879. Please let him know if
you'd like to help. We need a full team on 11th
February and at later events.
We're also looking at increased coverage of
orienteering activities in community newspapers. If
you know of any interesting stories of local people
(they don't need to be celebs or wannabes) please
let me know.
JILL BREWIS [COC] 575 6969

NORTHERN LEAGUE
The draft competition schedule for 1996 has yet to
be given the OK by clubs:

Date

Host

10th March
19th May
9th June
7th July
14th July
21st July
4th August
18th August
1st September
8th September
15th September
6th October
13th October
19th October
20th October
9th November

P
R
H
W
R
CM
NW
C
CM
H
C
NW
T
CM
CM
E

10

Games
C-H,
NW-R
C-NW, H-P/T
C - R, CM - P/T
CM - NW
CM-H,
NW-T
C - H , NW-R
C - CM, H - P/T
CM - P/T, H - R
C - P/T, H - NW
CM - NW, P/T -R
CM - R, NW - P/T
C - R, CM - H
CM - R, H - NW
C-NW, P/T-R
C - P/T
C - CM, H - R

Comments please to John Powell, (09) 624-1523
fax 3733-421, 23A Fernleigh Ave, Auckland 1003.

Reminder about the rules:
Teams playing at home (that is, in their own area)
nominate their team of five in different grades by
phone, fax, mail or hand to the organiser on the
day prior to the start. Teams remain as named
throughout following events until changed.
Controllers to mail me a copy of the results at the
above address. For clubs playing away from their
home area, the best five results in different grades
are used to obtain the team score.
JOHN POWELL [COC]

AUSTRALIAN 5 DAY
Carsten Jorgensen of Denmark and Tracy Bluett of
Australia took out the elite classes in the 1996
Australian 5-Days, which took place near Ballarat
between 6 and 11 January. The event made use of
several of the maps produced for the 1994 World
Cup and the 1995 Australian Championships,
although the courses tended to make more use of
the easier gully-spur areas than might have been
expected, and less of the complex goldmining
which abounds in the Ballarat region.
Jorgensen went in as the clear favourite, with a
bronze medal at the 1995 World Championships
behind him. The two Australian classic finalists
from WOC, Warren Key and Grant Bluett, were
expected to be his main challengers, although the
field was a strong one; of the best 10 Australians,
only Steve Craig (overseas) and Blair Trewin
(organising) were absent.
Jorgensen duly took the lead on the first day. While
Bluett and Key were both there or thereabouts, his
closest challengers were two competitors at
opposite ends of their careers; veteran Jim Russell
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and junior Rob Walter. Both would perform
consistently through the week, but Bluett and Key
came to the fore over the next two days. Bluett won
the second day and Key the third, leaving the
points finely balanced going into the mass start on
the fourth day.
Meanwhile, Tracy Bluett was taking control of the
womens' event, winning two of the first three days
and establishing a solid lead. Behind her. Natasha
Rowe and Louise Fairfax were battling for second,
marking Fairfax's best orienteering result since
1993; clearly election campaigns do one's form no
harm. Both were helped by the format of the event
which allowed competitors to drop their worst day
out of the first four; Fairfax was tenth on the third
day. and Rowe didn't run the fourth. Mary Fien was
starting to come into calculations by the third day,
having stumbled at the first hurdle.
The rest day featured a park race, notable chiefly
for (a) the first use in Australia of the Regnly
electronic punching system and (b) the amount of
media coverage it received, with a piece on the
local TV station. Jorgensen was first amongst the
men, while local Ballarat runner Kellie Baird
created an upset in the women's race. The
coverage this race got was part of probably the
best publicity an event in mainland Australia has
received since the 1985 World Championships,
with reports on national and local television and
ABC radio; words were spoken to the effect of 'and
now returning you from Creswick to the WACA',
something I've waited a long time to hear.
The fourth day was also media and spectatorfriendly, with a mass start in the elite classes and a
special 'speed challenge', with a mountain bike on
offer for anyone who could break 40 minutes for
10km (men) or 25 for 5km (women). The area was
fast, but not that fast, and neither time was
seriously challenged. After an early mistake,
Carsten Jorgensen dominated the mens' race, and
his win, by nearly three minutes, was critical in
setting up a defensible lead over Grant Bluett for
the chasing start, as well as underlining his
superiority over the field in running speed. Behind
him, the first ten Australians finished within 45
seconds of each other. Tom Quayle and Eric
Morris broke away from the pack to be second and
third; Blair Trewin, having his only race of the week,
led the next pack into the second last control but
was predictably overwhelmed in the sprint, leaving
Andy Hogg to claim fourth. The women were much
closer at the front, with five eventually finishing
within 13 seconds of the lead. Tracy Bluett won,
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her third win in four days; Mary Fien and Louise
Fairfax were joined in the leading pack by
Tasmanian Corinna Kelly, recording her best result
at this level in her first year as a senior, and
Georgie Macken, back briefly from Britain.
All this left Tracy Bluett defending a lead of more
than five minutes in the final-day chasing start.
While her fifth day was her worst, it was still more
than enough to hold on; she was never seriously
challenged in scoring by just over four minutes. The
main action was in the battle for second, third and
fourth. Fien, who had started 90 seconds behind
Rowe and Fairfax, overhauled both of them on the
way to winning the last day and coming a strong
second overall.
Amongst the men the battle was for the lead. Most
thought that Jorgensen would have little difficulty in
defending a gap of two and a half minutes over
Bluett, but the two were together at various stages
in the race, and it was only over the closing section
that Jorgensen was able to break away. The
performance of the two rather overwhelmed
everything else on display; Warren Key started on
his own in third and held it to the end, while Rob
Walter moved into a fine fourth place, starting with
Eric Morris but breaking away at a low control
which he spotted and Morris didn't.
Outside the elite classes, the results were decided
on the best four placings out of five days, with
significant overseas competition in many classes,
even if the fifteen Macedonians entered for five
days ended up being three who ran one day. Two
of the best races were in M20 and W20. Both
classes were strong because of the national junior
squad camp being run in conjunction, and the
midfield of M20 was so close that, had William
Hawkins been 14 seconds faster on the last day,
he would have been fifth instead of ninth. Reuben
Smith didn't quite dominate the class as might have
been expected with Rob Walter running up (very
successfully), but he was the most consistent,
being the only one to win two days. Ben Rattray
was second in a mild surprise, and Peter Lowndes
third in a significant one; he strung together four
good days for his best yet result, only faltering on
the last day when he was already assured of a
place.
In W20, the event was dominated by Cassie Trewin
and Jo Allison. Both might have run elite but for
recent injuries (indeed it was Trewin's first serious
race since a serious ankle injury at O-Ringen), but
over the shorter course they had a great contest;
the difference proved to be that Trewin had one
11
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bad day and Allison two. As in M20, there was a
fine battle behind them for third. Kirsten Fairfax,
running up an age group, took third ahead of fellow
W18 Julia Minty.
Another excellent race, which might have been
expected given the overall strength of the age
group, was W16. It came down to Kathryn Ewels
having to beat Australian champion Rebecca Minty
on the last day to take the overall title; she was to
do it easily for her first win at this level. M16, of
which much was expected, ended up as a fizzer
when Nick Hain won the first four days to wrap up
the race with a day to spare, a feat which was
matched by Emma Prime in W18, and probably
would have been by Troy de Haas in M18 except
that he ran elite (for an eminently respectable
result) on the fourth day.
Amongst the veterans, several classes were hotly
contested. Narrow margins on the last day were
enough to settle wins for Per-Olof Derebrant over
Tim Hatley in M35, Bob Allison over Carl-Henry
Andersson in M45, Robert Smith over Dave Lotty in
M50, Lynn Dabbs over Hilary Bloor in W40, and
Judith Hay over Heidi Read in W45.
More dominant over their classes were Jenny
Bourne and Kathy Saw, who won all five days in
substantial fields in W35 and W55 respectively,
while Graham Fortune was perhaps the chief
beneficiary of the scoring system; after opening up
with three straight wins in the very competitive M55
class, he was fifteenth on Day 4 but was able to
drop that run after coming third on day 5.
It was, in general, a successful event; the weather
was, by and large, pleasant for running (certainly
much more pleasant than the 39 degrees three
days later would have been), all the controls were
in the right place, and the computer didn't crash.
With 525 competitors, including 100 from outside
Australia, it was by far the biggest 5-days yet and
augurs well for the future of this event.
(Hilary Weeks [COC] won W60A.)
BLAIR TREWIN ON ONET

LETTER TO THE ED
Dear Mark
Another year has been and gone with the by now
ritualistic breast-beating and deep angst about
falling numbers and lack of enthusiasm. Those
12
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with a religious fervour about O gnash their teeth
and come up with yet more schemes to convert the
ignorant masses. Those who think there is too
much work involved in having events try to simplify
things even further, and then wonder why no-one
bothers to come.
Ho hum...
I have been orienteering for 17 years and the way
that things are going I can't see myself making it to
20. Here are some personal observations - take
them or leave them; but at least think about them.
• While we may enjoy it, let's face the fact that O
is not to everyone's liking, and it will always be a
minority sport. Whether we extol the virtues of
strolling around the countryside in the fresh air,
or the fact that it can be as competitive as
possible, makes no difference. People are
looking for many different things from a sports
club, and if O does not offer what they want,
there are dozens of other choices available.
Let's not make the mistake of altering the way
that we do things to suit the whims of a fickle
public. Be enthusiastic, but if people don't like
us, let's not grieve endlessly.
• Cater for the numbers that we do have. Once
having joined a club, new members should be
involved, listened to, and really looked after.
And what about those who have been around for
some time? Do their opinions count for nothing
once they have reached their "use by" date?
The workhorses of our clubs who leave in
middle age, taking their families with them,
surely have to be our greatest concern.
• What has happened to the OY series, the
premier O competition in Auckland? It has been
downgraded and ignored so much that some
people are making noises about scrapping it and
replacing it with something else. For goodness'
sake! How about giving it the prominence it
deserves? Publicise each upcoming OY event
in this magazine the month before. Describe the
venue, the terrain, put the effort in and make the
event "not to be missed". Get the results out
quickly and in grades; not all lumped together by
course, as occurred last year. Apart from W100,
who bothers to write anything about their day for
this magazine? OYs were the highlights of the
year in the 1980's; they could be again.
• The Auckland Championships could be the icing
on the regional cake. A high class event with an
inviting entry form, quality programme, premarked maps, and a good prompt results book.
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It should be a privilege to conduct the
Championships, and if a Club is not able or
willing to make the commitment then they ought
not accept the job. Let's stop moaning about
how long it takes to set courses and to pre-mark
maps; with our falling numbers it's only half the
task it used to be anyway)
• Finally, why don't we relax and start to enjoy
ourselves more. Socialise and have fun instead
of gathering into earnest little groups trying to
reinvent the wheel. Perhaps there are too many
thinkers in orienteering!
LESLEY STONE [NWOC]
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orienteering was set.
Reuben Smith (Tintookies OC) completed the
1000m (optimum route) course in 3' 13". This is 7
seconds faster then Janne Salmi's 3'20".
The course was set as closely as possible to that
described by the Finns who previously claimed this
record. It was set in a park, there were five
controls and the distance was measured along the
optimum route, not the red lines (which crossed a
lake and several thickets). The course was entirely
out of sight to the waiting runners, and start
intervals were such that each runner ran entirely
alone.
DEXTER PALMER ON ONET

NZOF ANNUAL
SEMINAR 1996
Saturday 20th April 1996
Flock House, Bulls
This year's repeat of last year's excellent seminar
takes place on the day before the NZOF AGM.
The venue is Flock House, a smart but cheap
conference centre near Bulls, noted for its proximity
to major forest maps and its immense heated pool!
Club secretaries have information about
accommodation, costs, entries, etc.
National
"travel equalisation" should make it easier for
Auckland representatives to travel.
Seminar subjects this year include:
• Success of a Club
• Preparing a Club Plan
• Coaching
• Health and Safety Legislation
• Orienteering on Mountain Bikes
• Safety Management for events
• NZ Sports Assembly
Other subjects may be squeezed in as well. ALL
club members are invited to attend if they wish.

SPRINT-O RECORD
(Sounds like a challenge to me - MR)
On Saturday 27th January in Beach port, South
Australia, a new world 1000m record for

ELITE SERIES
(This article was written for Danish consumption.)
Here are some results and comments (I don't have
complete results) about the Elite Series that is
currently going on in New Zealand. The series has
a number of events from Jan 11 to Jan 31 and the
courses are designed especially for elite orienteers
held on some of the best maps in New Zealand.
Event 1 was held in Woodhill on the World Cup
map Ngapuketurua in the infamous native bush
that caused so may elites to come to grief. The
course setting this time was a little easier but km
rates were still about 10min/km. Danish world No 3
Carsten Jorgenson won the elite men's course held
in steady rain. Jorgenson completed the 6.2km
course in 74m 02s, heading home Dunedin
competitor Bruce Mcleod by 1m 11s. Bruce is the
current New Zealand Champion. Mcleod did well
on the deceptively steep native bush run with some
open forest. He is set to embark on his first
overseas orienteering trip to Europe. He was
interviewed on local radio after his run. Denmark's
Thomas Jensen took third place, four seconds
behind McLeod. Tania Robinson won the elite
women's event.
Event 2 was a long distance course Volcanic
Traverse of Auckland Volcanoes. Not many of the
New Zealand runners competed. Carsten
Jorgenson won and Thomas Jensen was second.
Event 3 was held on the Paparoa map in Woodhill
used first for an ANZ challenge. Darren Ashmore
showed his skill by winning from Bruce McLeod
followed by Carsten Jorgensen.
13
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Event 4 was held on the new Slipper Lake map
near Mangawhai, north of Auckland. This event
was the first to be held in the late afternoon and
was a fast flattish sanddune area. Shaun Collins
from Waikato showed his speed to take out the
M21E.
Event 5 was held on another sanddune area at
Waiuku, South Auckland.
Thomas Jensen
(Denmark) took out his first win of the series.
Event 6 was held on the foot of the Kaimais - a
gully-spur forest with glacier like depressions.
Carsten was absent as he was running in an
international track series. (See below for
newspaper article). Darren Ashmore won again,
Bruce McLeod 2nd with C. Schiller (Switzerland)
3rd. Marquita Gelderman(Auckland) edged Tania
Robinson back into second place on the Women's
elite course with Kuna Macia (Switzerland) a further
minute behind.
Event 7 was held at Mamaku, near Rotorua. The
area must be one of New Zealand's most technical
maps with its very good underfoot conditions but
poor visibility and intricate contours - constant
contact was a must. Darren Ashmore again won
from Carsten Jorgensen and Bruce McLeod.
I have no results from Event 8 which was held at
Waipapa an intricate gully spur forest near Rotorua.
Event 9 was a mass start on a park like forest map
called Okawa near Rotorua. The two Danes
Carsten and Thomas showed their speed by
winning with Pawel Miskowicz from Poland 3rd.
Jenny Borgstrom (Sweden) took out the Women's
elite with Joanne Henderson(Auckland) 2nd and
Anna Danielsson (Sweden) 3rd only 14secs behind
the winner.
Event 10 was held at Ngamotu (Mt Tarawera,
Rotorua) - a very intricate dissected Volcanic Ash
forest area. Bruce McLeod had his first win of the
series after being very consistent on the other
events. R. Goddard from Great Britain was second
and P. Kunz (Switzerland) was 3rd. Jenny
Borgstrom won again followed by Anna Danielsson
and then Tania Robinson.
Carsten competed very well in the 5000m which
was shown on TV about 11pm. All the orienteers
staying at the Orienteering camp at Tui Ridge in
Rotorua were rooting for him. He came about 7th in
just over 14 minutes.
The following article was printed in the National
Sunday Star-Times paper on Jan 14. A picture of
Arthur Lydiard and Carsten Jorgensen was also
14
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printed with the caption:
"GREAT DANE... Danish orienteer Carsten
Jorgenson meets renowned athletics coach Arthur
Lydiard."
BRYAN TEAHAN [NWOC] ON ONET

"Dane makes tracks for coaching guru"
The reputation of athletics coaching guru Arthur
Lydiard stretches a long way round the globe, so
when Danish orienteer Carsten Jorgenson came to
New Zealand a visit to the master was top of his list
of things to do.
On Friday the 25-year-old world No 3 in the run and
compass event and compatriot Thomas Jensen
took the opportunity to discuss training ideas when
they meet the master at his Auckland home.
Jorgensen had heard so many good things about
Lydiard's training methods, he had to check them
out first hand while he was in this part of the world.
"At home he is training some people and these
guys told me a lot about him. I thought I'd like to
meet him and see what he's like," he said. "He's
very well known over in Denmark, very well
respected. People are always talking about him
and we had some good runners while he was
there."
Jorgensen, an engineering student, was third in the
world championships Classic race last year. He is
unsure how much Lydiard's training principles can
be applied to his needs, but has at least come
away with plenty to chew over. "I didn't know a lot
about his training methods, that's why I wanted to
talk to him. We spoke a little bit about training and
also about other things.
"Maybe I'm doing things the wrong way. I've
certainly got a lot of things to think about now. It
feels like I got some good advice and certainly
there's a couple of things I will take home with me,"
he said.
Jorgensen, although an orienteering specialist, is
no slouch when it comes to flat out running. He
has represented his country at the world crosscountry championships on three occasions,
finishing 54th at the most recent event.
He is in New Zealand principally to contest the
international summer orienteering series but
competed in the 5000m as part of the Smokefree
international track and field series in Auckland last
night. Not that the Dane's hopes were too high. "I
don't know how I'll go. I haven't really been doing
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any training for it. I just hope I can hang on and do
my best, somewhere around 14 minutes," he said.
"It's just good to have the opportunity to run
something else, just run at full speed and maybe
only have to think a little bit about tactics."

minutes off the race record. Fellow Dane Thomas
Jensen was fourth. The pair are in New Zealand
primarily for a series of elite orienteering races
designed to give better competition to kiwi
orienteers.

As for the orienteering, Jorgenson has had two
wins in the New Zealand series and though he
missed yesterday's race, was looking forward to
tackling the terrain around Rotorua when it
continued today.

Jorgensen, third in the Classic Distance at the
World Championships in Germany, completed the
24km race in the Tararua Forest Park near
Wellington in 2hrs20min. On the way he also
captured the "King of the Mountain" title for the
1200m climb to the top of Mount Holdsworth, which
he did in 68min, one minute under the old record.

"The series has been really good, the terrain has
been excellent, very detailed and you have to be
very careful. It's been tough, a little hilly and quite
a lot of sand. Good training and good competition
as well", he said.
The main reason Jorgensen and Jensen, as well as
several other European competitors, have come to
New Zealand is to train during their winter. And the
Dane reckons New Zealand is ideal for such offseason preparation. "It's great to go back and start
the season knowing you've done the hard work and
not had to go through the snow to do it," he said.
Jorgensen considers more use could be made of
New Zealand, and the series being hosted by the
national federation, by overseas orienteers, though
he added that financial constraints played a big part
in holding many back.
Jorgenson has been impressed with what he has
seen of orienteering in New Zealand. He has been
very impressed with Tania Robinson from
Counties-Manukau, who has dominated the
women's racing in the series, and has noted some
impressive efforts overseas from leading men
Alistair Landels and Rob Jessop, neither of whom
are competing in these races.
"Orienteering here has improved a lot over the last
couple of years and there looks to be some very
good orienteers down here now. If they can keep
going there looks to be a good future." And with
such good all-round athletes like Jorgensen in their
midst, they can only continue to get better.
MARC HINTON, SUNDAY STAR-TIMES

TARARUA
MOUNTAIN RACE
Danish orienteer Carsten Jorgensen won a major
New Zealand Mountain Race today, stashing 11

Three minutes behind Jorgensen was a fierce
battle for second, between last year's winner
Kadmiel Maseyk and Shaun Collins. In the end
Maseyk beat Collins in a photo finish. Jensen was
10 minutes further back with 2hrs33min.
Maseyk is an accomplished off-road runner and
occasional orienteer, while Collins is a member of
the NZ National Orienteering Squad. Collins was a
member of the M21E relay team which beat
Australia last August.
Another National Orienteering Squad member
Antonia Wood slashed 23 minutes off her own
record to finish in 3hrs01min. While untroubled to
win the womens class and "Queen of the Mountain"
title (88min) this was a fine run for Wood who has
improved dramatically over the last year, both in
running and orienteering. Wood qualified for the
Classic Distance Final in the World Championships
last year, in her first ever run at a WOC.
Just as remarkable was the performance of 49yrold Royce Mills who was second fastest woman in
3hrs33min. Mills is also a (guess what) NZ
representative orienteer. Other good runs came
from orienteers Philip Wood (National Squad) 7th
with 2hrs42min; Bill Teahan (National Squad but
M35) 2hrs48min; Charlie Adams (Great Britain)
2hrs52min; and Fraser Mills (Development Squad
and only 17yrs) 2hrs53min. About 25 orienteers
took part.
The course for the race begins at a popular picnic
area and starting point for tramping, and rises on a
formed track through native forest. Above the
bushline the track becomes a footworn trail in the
mountain tussock grass and over crags as it climbs
to Mount Holdsworth at 1470m above sea level.
Competitors felt the edge of a tropical storm off the
east coast of New Zealand with steady rain and
strong winds, and they were required by marshals
to don storm gear for the traverse from Holdsworth
to Mount Jumbo (1405m). Then it was a precipitous
15
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descent into the forest again (950m in 3km) before
joining another formed track to return to the start
point.
150 runners took part, including 25 women.
MICHAEL WOOD [HVOC] ON ONET

SERIOUS SOFTWARE
J-J Cote writes:
"We intend to create a piece of software that will
allow Finn Arildsen's CONDES program to be used
in conjunction with Hans Steinegger's OCAD, so
that if you have an OCAD map, you'll be able to do
all of the course planning/management stuff on the
computer, including creating clue sheets, printing
courses, calculating course length, climb, and
percent climb. What a deal!..."
This would be so cool! This is how I envision the
interface would work.
Starting with the map which was generated on
OCAD, you drag a small circle over the feature that
you want as a control point.
As soon as you release the mouse button, a
window pops up containing all the information
about whatever feature is in the center of the circle.
eg wall end, spur, boulder 1.5m, reentrant shallow,
cliff 10M (this is assuming that you have enhanced
OCAD so that when you draw in an object, you can
enter vital statistics about it.)
Naturally if the selection is ambiguous, it resolves it
for you. eg northmost boulder, reentrant top part.
Using a menu system, you then finish the control
description (eg foot, north side).
You repeat these steps for the second control.
Now you select the CALCULATE STATS FOR LEG
option from the menu and the real beauty of your
package come to life. It:
• Calculates the elevation change.
• Finds the optimum route choice to minimize both
climb and distance. (An option would allow you
to specify other route choice criteria e.g. easy
fight, easy navigation, best scenic vistas,...)
• Estimates the time it will take Mikell Platt and
other top orienteers to finish the leg. (This is
assuming that you have created the "ELITE
RUNNER PROFILE" database enhancement to
OCAD.
You repeat the process for all the other legs,
16
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adjusting each control point as necessary until you
have what you consider a usable course.
You then chose the "COURSE CRITIQUE" option
and the program reviews your course, pointing
such things as dog legs, legs that are too
dangerous, legs that are too easy (hard), legs that
would insult visiting elite Euro-oers,...
The there's the "PHOTO-O MATCHING" option.
Scan in the Photo-O pictures, enter whatever other
clues are given (E.G., control descriptions, course
length), and this option plots the course for you.
And the "SCALE" option. Press the appropriate
button, and the computer will have a long drawnout argument with itself about whether the map
should be at 1:10,000 or 1:15,000. (Optional
parameters are number of elite runners attending,
and average eyesight of competitors expected to
attend).
I'm really excited, and I hope that this is the kind of
system you were planning. When you are ready to
start testing, let me know. I volunteer to be a beta
site.
BERNARD BRETON ON ONET

SOUTHERN
TRAVERSE
The Southern Traverse is held annually in the
rugged wilds of the South Island of NZ, in and
around the Queenstown area, and is the daughter
of the original adventure race, the Grand Traverse
held in 1989, now with close cousins, Raid
Gauloise, and Eco-Challenge.
In the spirit as the other adventure races, the rules
for Traverse require the course to be kept secret
until 24 hours before the start, and require each
team to find pre-set control points en route, using
only map, compass and self propulsion. Each team
of 3 or 5 people, (including at least one female)
must complete the 200-500 km course without
being separated at any time during the race. The
top teams typically continue without rest for periods
of several days, depending on what the terrain and
rules permit.
Previous races have included mountain running,
mountaineering, wild water, ocean and lake
kayaking, white water rafting, Mt. biking, technical
climbing, desert ravel, ice climbing, parachuting,
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sailing, horseback riding and canyoneering.
This year for the first time, a team of athletes from
the US calling themselves Presidio Adventure
Racing and Captained by San Francisco's Duncan
Smith, entered the 5 person category, considered
the primary event.
Team members included
Gordon Haller, 45 of CO, the original winner of the
Hawaii IronMan Triathlon and current age group
champion of the Maui IronMan, adventure race
veterans, Robert Nagle, 36 of MA, Lisa Valdez, 28
of CA, and navigator Ian Adamson, 31 of CO.
Completing the team from the US were alternate,
equipment expert and support crew Tommy
Baynard of CA and alternate/journalist Beth
Howard of CA.
As with any adventure race, an effective support
crew is absolutely crucial to a team. To that end,
Smith organized a gaggle of experienced NZ
support, coordinated by Christchurch native Mandy
Dunlop, to help with logistics and equipment
procurement. Kayaks, bikes, support vehicles,
food, medical and other race gear had to be
collected from the airport, sorted, organized and
distributed once the team assembled in
Queenstown. Each item was clearly identified as
belonging to Duncan Smith, Sir Duncan Smith,
Lord Duncan of Smith, HRH Duncan Smith, the
Most Reverend Duncan Smith, or Captain Duncan
Smith, so as not to cause confusion.
Race day for the main event started at 3 am Friday
as teams prepared their paddling equipment, maps
and food for the dawn start at the entrance to the
spectacular Milford Sound. 30 teams were ferried
between the sheer cliffs of this incredible
masterpiece of glacial sculpting, and dropped one
by one into their kayaks to await the start. An
interesting variety of craft, from custom built 5 man
racing kayaks, to mixed groups of sea kayaks, wild
water boats and K1 sprinters rafted up for balance
over the inky depths, competitors marveling at the
1,000 ft waterfalls and towering peaks.
Finally as dawn approached, an eerie blast from
the fog horn of the cruise ship "Wanderer" cracked
muscles into action and 150 blades churned the icy
water, sending the adventurers on their 12km
return to land. Craft of all shapes and sizes slid
passed the primordial mosses and ferns clinging
damply to the rain soaked walls of the sound.
Somewhere up above, an insipid sun tried half
heartedly to push aside the clouds, but only
succeeded in forming a pale disk glimpsed
fleetingly between rocky crags. Being on the West
coast and pounded by storms blowing out of
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Antarctica, Milford Sound soaks in over 300 inches
or rain annually, which maintains it's incredibly lush
vegetation and plethora of permanent waterfalls.
An hour later, teams started arriving into the frenzy
of the transition area, with hundreds of racers and
support knee deep in kayaks, paddles, life vests,
wetsuits, bikes, half eaten Power Bars, sticky
Camel Baks and frazzled officials. Bemused
fishermen looked on as pandemonium swept
through in damp lycra clad clumps of 3 and 5
determined looking racers.
Presidio hit the shore running, in the back half of
the melee, but had a swift transition to gain several
places going onto the mountain bike. This 67 km
section consisted of a 3,000 ft climb up out of the
coastal rainforest and "through" the mountain to
the eastern slopes. A 1 km tunnel, complete with
spring melt water from the remnant snow fields
spat racers out into the dazzling southern sun and
slick hard surface for the uninterrupted descent
back into the jungle. Terminal velocity was reached
frequently on the descent, and eyes streamed from
the glacial air despite Oakley protection and
paceline tactics.
Looking like small herds of colorful deer, teams
cantered along the thin dirt road, leaping pot holes
and letting out whoops of exhilaration in chorus
with the screeches of startled parrots. Transition
two nestled expectantly under the overhanging
canopy of the now fluorescent forest. Welcome
rays of sunshine penetrated the leafy awning to
greet the chilled clumps of racers, as they arrived
to don packs loaded with food, drink and
mandatory equipment for the expected 12-15 hour
scramble over the next mountain range. Robert
argued to take the Leki hiking poles, weighing up
the cost of weight versus their usefulness in case
of injury. Vivid images of destroyed feet from a
previous race crowd our vision and we took two
pairs with us, telescoped to their minimum size.
Duncan called out the list for mandatory equipment,
to be checked at the end of the section, "maps,
compass, 40 ft rope, sleeping bag, insulated
sleeping pad, space blankets, medical kit, flares
...", little do we know how essential it will all be.
Another whirlwind of activity and in under 10
minutes we are back on the trail.
1 pm. Presidio has maintained a solid pace along
the river banks leading to the first obstacle, a 100 ft
waterfall spilling 10,000 cubic feet of icy water
every second over an impressive overhang. The
1:50,000 map showed 5x20m contour lines
17
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crowding in towards the river and disappearing into
one. 300 ft of near vertical terrain through forest
you can barely see a Leki poles length through.
What to do? The map showed a small ridge 700m
to the right, with a possible shelf clinging to the
cliffs, so we plunged headlong into the tangle,
trying to juggle compass course with terrain while
dodging around trees, fallen logs and streams.
The slope steepened until we have to use trees,
vines and slippery hand holds in the undergrowth to
claw our way upward. Two steps up, one slide
back. Luckily the worst we dislodge onto each other
is rotten log or two, well padded with layers of
lichen and moss. Quite suddenly as the altimeter
reads 300m, we burst over the ridge, looking like
grimy soldiers spilling from the trenches.
This may be a race, but we need to remind
ourselves that any slip could result in a very long
and nasty plunge into the forest below. This was no
trail race. The footing was tenuous at best, a false
forest floor of century old logs covered with
undergrowth frequently gave way revealing dark
chasms of unknown depth below.
After half a day of climbing, crawling, sliding and
slithering we emerge at the river, adorned with a
variety of interesting foliage in our hair and 12
shades of mud on our once white Tinley tops. The
choice now was to hug the river, a pounding mass
of wild water through huge boulders and scale the
frequent small cliffs, or climb back into the forest
and keep pushing through the living net of green.
We opted for the river, savoring the cool spray and
chanced our luck scaling the river forged walls.
BIG MISTAKE! As we scale one of the myriad
small cliffs to avoid the racing river, Robert pushed
up to grab my right hand, with his right around a
slim sapling clinging to life in a crack in the rock.
Our muddy fingers connected and curl together.
"One, two three, UP", he was now committed, with
feet swinging in the overhang and a 20 ft drop to
the river. To our horror, the forest grime warmed
and lubricated our hands, then in slow motion our
grip separated and he fell back, sprawling like an
inverted parachutist to the rocks below. Silence.
Stillness. Shock. Another team waiting below
jumped into action and literally dived down his fetal
form, curled in the river rocks and shallows below.
He groaned, rolled over and reached for his head.
30 seconds pass, 1 minute. He was dazed,
bruised, shocked, but otherwise all right. 3 of us
helped him up to a flat spot in the forest and he
was quickly wrapped in a sleeping bag, space
18
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blanket and treated for shock. Two other teams
arrived, with a doctor, a paramedic, a nurse ....
everyone stopped, the race forgotten as we check
for concussion , broken bones, torn ligaments, cuts
and abrasions. After an hour, two teams left to
warn the next control point that there has been an
accident.
Two hours passed and Robert's superhuman
stoicism bludgeoned his pain into submission and
we forged on. He had a suspected broken ankle, a
bruised hip and knee, a nasty gash in the back of
his head,... but with the help of the Leki poles,
some bandaging and a lighter load, we made slow
but reasonable progress. Fortuitously the ground
flattened out, and we chose to wade through the
chilled melt water of the river, crossing between
islands of rock and gravel.
Our next obstacle was Park Pass at 1176 m, well
above tree line and probably snow covered. We
scanned the surrounding peaks in the failing light to
identify the easiest route, and decided to skirt a
scree slope, hit the ridge, and traverse on an
altimeter setting. It was getting dark, and we had
lost our maps, inadvertently picked up by another
team during the previous confusion. Fortunately we
pick good lines, and using our Petzel headlamps
for guidance, carefully negotiated the loose rock
and crumbling earth of the slopes.
An hour and a half of slow scrambling brought us
clear of trees, just in time to be greeted with
howling gusts of wind and horizontal sleet. Not a
good time to traverse the open ground and slick
alpine grasses leading up to the pass. Knowing we
were now next to last on the standings, and
carrying injury, we found a small depression in the
lee of the hill and hunkered down in our space
blankets. Gordon and Robert took the sleeping bag
while Duncan, Lisa and I huddled together under
space blankets and shared jokes and stories
between lulls in the storm.
By dawn we were thoroughly soaked and chilled
but it was safe to move on in the strengthening
light. The wind was still blowing like a banshee
from the west and literally blew us up the last mile
to the pass. At one stage Gordon was bodily picked
up and blown a good 10 ft up the slope. As Lisa
said, a great day to fly a kite! We yelled a cheery
good morning to the race officials manning Park
Pass control point. The poor guys looked miserable
huddled in their squashed tunnel tent in an icy
puddle in the 40-60 knot winds and no doubt
cursing their #$%^*@ decision to volunteer for this
inclement encampment!
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We were now well beyond our outside estimate of
15 hours to make the next assistance point, and
assumed by now that our support crew had hear
the news of our little accident. The best we could
hope for was that our story hadn't been blown
totally out of proportion and half joking, speculated
on the outcome. "100 ft fall into raging torrent",
"broken
bones",
"head
injuries",
"risking
hypothermia",.... We did hear helicopters overhead
later while hiking through dense forest, but with
zero chance of being found under the heavy
canopy, rain and howling winds. Not that we
wanted to found of course... we were on an
adventure!
The route down from Park Pass was a spectacular
and very steep sided basin fringed with large snow
banks and laced with torrents of melt water. Using
our handy rope, we spent the next couple of hours
fording the streams and ploughing through frigid
boggy marshes to find the "trail" at the end of the
flats. No more gung-ho racing across dodgy terrain,
we were now in conservation mode.
Our maps showed the trail to be a strait forward
undulating course along the Rock Bum River, to
Lake Sylvan, a trifling 15 km at most. The initial
descent was manageable through trails-turnedstreams, and across open grassy flats. A pair of
excited officials greeted us with tales of the 1st 3
teams through the previous night. Three 3 person
teams running together flashed passed the officials
who had come out to greet them and disappeared
into the rain and gloom. As the control point pair
trudged back to their camp, they scanned the open
plain for their tent, but couldn't find it. disappeared.
Gone. Vaporized. Were they lost? No! the 3 front
runners had taken the time to lift their camp, fire
and all, and deposit it in a pond behind a rock! Not
even a drop of precious tea was spilled from their
kettle!
We continued on at a brisk pace, anticipating the
next assistance point. 1 hour turned to 2, then 3,
then 4. We ascended 600 m to a marked trail
junction, then back down to the river. The course
description said "follow the trail down then up and
then down again". Not clear on the map was the
fact that up and down was several hundred meters
of slime covered rock and rotting vegetation, and
the trail dived in and out of waterfall filled ravines,
over slippery rock shelves and through the turgid
river!
Finally after 31 hours of slogging we straggled into
camp, cold, wet hungry but in good spirits and
amazingly within a couple of hours of several other
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teams, with one of the 3 person teams was leaving
as we arrived!! The "well marked" trail was more
than a match for at least half the teams, and many
were lost for a good part of the night, allowing
Presidio to pull back many hours after the little
sojourn on the pass.
After a hurried meal of pasta, grilled chicken, hot
soup and cocoa, Presidio set off in pursuit of Team
Nike/ Nuskin, a 3 person team with two US and a
local racer, about 45 minutes ahead. This was
another spectacular ride, hugging the shores of
Lake Wanaka, with continuous steep climbs and
descents about 40 km before diving back into the
mountains to the east, for a 600 m continuous
vertical climb to the next run transition.
Darkness was falling for the second time, and the
endless rain and falling metabolisms had taken its
toll on our lean bodies. Gordon continued to suffer
from the cold, and was bundled shivering into a
sleeping bag in the back our support van. The rest
of us huddled out of the wind and rain preparing for
a canyon trail run to the next mountain bike and
final paddle.
30 minutes later, a full moon teased us out of our
small damp cocoons and back to the trail where
Beth joined us for the 16 km hike to the Shotover
river, the famous home to Jet Boating. With lighter
packs and revitalized spirit, we ran and power
hiked the single track etched into the sides of the
canyon, dodging "bloody Spaniards", local thorn
bushes that could penetrate a shoe and shock our
fuzzy minds back into the real world.
It was 3 am Sunday as we hit the transition, and we
had snatched only about 1 hours sleep since the
start, so judgment and work output were dropping
rapidly. The final paddle section was a "dark zone",
which meant it was too dangerous to continue at
night. This gave us an opportunity to catch several
teams sopped during the night, so we jumped on
our bikes for the short ride to the beach assistant
point.
At any other time, this would have been an easy
jaunt, however with in our advanced state of sleep
deprivation, impaired judgment and darkness made
even the simplest decisions difficult. After missing
several turns we came within half a mile of the
transition, and took off up the hill, 180 degrees in
the wrong direction! Lisa seemed to be quite
cognizant and scouted in the right direction while
Duncan scouted the more traveled road up the hill.
I sat straddling the top tube of my bike, cradling my
head in my arms and instantly fell asleep, like some
19
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strange animal resting on all fours.
After more than an hour of biking 7km the 5
bedraggled Presidio Adventure Racers haul their
weary bodies into camp and were herded like so
many sheep into sleeping bags for a 50 minute nap
before the final push. At the sound of several watch
alarms dimly registered from the depths of a deep
sleep, our tireless support crew unfolded our
resistant bodies, spoon fed us oatmeal, dragged us
into thermals, wetsuits, helmets, gloves, and
packed us into our kayaks.
Only one other team of 5 had made the effort to be
ready for the 6 am start, so at the sound of the gun,
10 semi-conscious travelers pushed slowly off into
the swift gray waters of the Shotover. We were
instantly awakened by a face full of freezing water,
our breath taken away as we smashed through
chest high pressure waves. Being one of our
strongest paddlers, Robert paired up with Gordon,
who had only been in a canoe on 3 previous
occasions, and was on an accelerated learning
curve. I took the lead trying to pick the fastest lines,
with Duncan and Lisa paired up in another "Tuffino"
sea kayak.
Half way through the paddle, the Shotover dumped
into the Wanaka, and we had to reverse direction ,
paddling up river. This proved an interesting
experience for the novice paddlers, since it entailed
paddling up and over a 1 foot drop onto the lake.
The tactic was to paddle like crazy through an eddy
and "jump the lip". Not an easy job for even
experienced paddlers, but with a little on water
coaching, our determined crew made short work of
it and glided onto the still water and the last 10 km
back to the finish in
Queenstown.
The team ahead of us were visible against the far
shore, heading for home, so we dug in and made
our best effort to finish and look like the team we
felt. Presidio Adventure Racing crossed the line in
a little over 2 days, 2 hours, the first ever 100%
foreign team to complete the course, and in 4th
place. A great effort for a team with 2 complete
novices and limited local knowledge.
IAN ADAMSON ON ONET

CANOE-O
In South Australia we have river conditions which
are highly favourable to canoe orienteering. Our
20
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major river, the Murray, flows its last several
hundred kilometres to the sea with a drop of less
than 100 metres. This means that it has periods of
very slow to no flow.
It is also extensively
controlled by weirs and locks which means that
outside of flood periods the water levels are very
consistent.
In addition to this there are very large systems of
creeks, lagoons and anabranches. So our river
system is not a simple linear feature and with
events held in the late summer or early autumn
when there is almost no current it is quite feasible
to set out and back courses.
The courses set for this form of orienteering have
always been score events because the open water
and relatively slow speeds of canoes would make
events more processions than competitions. The
first event which was held ran for 4 hours but all
agreed that this was too short and subsequent
events have been 8 hours with a 4 hour option.
This may seem long compared to foot orienteering
but these times are quite reasonable in flatwater
canoeing.
We use a mass start. Normal canoe safety rules
apply so the competitive unit is a team which must
consist of at least two canoes. We have not had
the numbers to apply canoe classes like c1, k1, k2
etc. though this would obviously be the way to go if
numbers blossomed - and is what is done in the
canoe marathons which are quite popular here. In
theory the k2s should dominate because of the
combination of their faster water speed and easier
carrying during portages. In fact our dominant
team has been a pair of k1s - but this is probably
more a reflection of the quality of the competitors
rather than their vessels.
As we practice it here canoe orienteering mixes
land and water travel.
Some controls are accessible from the canoes,
others are on shore. Water controls are hung on
existing features - mostly live or dead trees, or
reeds.
Navigation from one point to the next is generally
not difficult - because of the terrain. However
because the river meanders a lot and because of
the extensive off river water systems there are lots
of decisions to be made about whether to portage
or go around the long way and when to leave the
canoes and run out to one or more land controls.
As in all score events it is efficiency in control
selection and route choice that adds the spice.
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Long portages (4km across an island on one
occasion) are frequently chosen - with mixed
effects. And on at least one occasion a team
choosing to leave their canoes in an area of many
thickets had great difficulty relocating them at the
end of a running loop.
Our climate gives us mid 20s to mid 30s C at the
times that these events are held, so deliberately or
accidentally swimming are also quite bearable
options. For example you might swim across a
small creek during a running option.
These events are always highly enjoyable for the
competitors - and if you enjoy canoeing they are
also great fun to set as you need to spend plenty
of time on the water checking out control points
and likely routes.
DEXTER PALMER [YALANGA ORIENTEERS,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA] ON O-NET

HOR-O-SCOPE
The new year is coming up and I wonder what it will
happen to me in Orienteering in the future. It is
always fascinating to read and hear horoscopes.
There must be a real art to creating them - they
have to apply to anything and anybody. The
horoscopes are generalised so much and over time
they are bound to come true - like the prophecies
of Nostradamus. I thought I would make up some
horoscopes myself.

mistakes.

Leo
You have the edge and the will to go on and win as
only a Leo can.

Virgo
Less haste will result in more speed. Don't be too
impatient.

Libra
You are asked to organise an event; say yes - it will
turn out fine and you will benefit and learn from it.

Scorpio
The conjunction of the planet Mars and Jupiter
means it is an auspicious time for you. Your
biorhythms are at their peak.

Sagittarius
Set your sights on obtaining your Orienteering
goals. Perseverance will win through.

Capricorn
You will feel camaraderie with kindred spirits in the
sport of Orienteering. Put some purpose and zest
in your life - get lost in the bush with a friend.

Aquarius
Stay mentally alert; concentration is the secret of
success.

Aries

Pisces

Just now is a dangerous time for you. You are
bound to be led astray by a fellow competitor.
Keep you mind on the job. Do not get too
flustered when the map isn't what you expect.

You have an inquisitive nature - use it to its full
potential. You also have a brilliant mind which
needs to be nurtured. Go Orienteering often.

Taurus
Take extra care in the trickier areas and watch
out for those parallel features.

Gemini
You must be willing to change your mind with
your route choices and new paths will start to
open up for you.

Cancer
Look at all the alternatives before you decide. By
going a little bit slower you will make fewer

BRYAN TEAHAN [NWOC] ON O-NET

KARAPOTI ROGAINE
Veteran endurance athletes Tony Gazley and Chris
Tait won the 12-hour class in the Karapoti Rogaine,
held in rugged bush country near Wellington on
Sunday. Running in the hottest day recorded in the
region in 7 years, Gazley and Tait covered about
65 km to score 1550 points out of a possible 2340.
The pair have run together in many mountain
marathons; Gazley is an accomplished multisport
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athlete as well a very reasonable orienteer.
In second place were Taranaki orienteers Nick
Collins and Max Kerrison (1490 points), closely
followed by a pair from the NZ Army, Jason
Markham and Wayne Paul. They were one of two
army teams who lamented the fact that controls
were located close to tracks and logging roads they wanted "tougher stuff"!
An 8-hour Foot class was won by brothers Mike
and Alan Lowrie with 590, but the score indicates
the lack of depth in this class. On mountain bikes
over the same time period Ted van Geldermalsen
and John Scott scored 1170 to show the
capabilities of MTBs in this terrain. The same area
is used for the "Karapoti Classic", NZ's most
revered mountainbike race. Van Geldermalsen and
Course Planner Michael Wood ran together in the
1990 "Most Awesome" Rogaine in Alberta, and the
first World Champs in Victoria in 1992, and have
been raising interest with small rogaines in the
Wellington region ever since.
A 4-hour "Sprint" class was won by Greg Waite and
Rob van der Poel. John Kilpatrick and Ian Martin
won a secondary school category within this class,
finishing 4th overall. The 4-hour MTB class was
won by two-wheel specialists Marco Renalli and
Peter Box having their first go at a map-sport. The
top secondary school bikers were Mirko Zatezalo
and Jordy Hendrikx who placed third.
There was a record entry of 36 teams.
MICHAEL WOOD (HVOC] ON O-NET

VOLCANIC
TRAVERSE

grassed with some tree cover and extensively
terraced. The cone of One Tree Hill (yes that's the
one that Bono sings about) is mapped principally
as a series of concentric earth banks instead of
using contours. The terraces are pocked with
"kumara pits" - the remains of storage pits for
kumara, a form of sweet potato, dug by the
indigenous Maori many years ago. These ideal
control sites proved challenging for visiting
orienteers, while the locals tended to unerringly
spike these rather familiar control sites. (Ah yes,
kumara pit 38B, I know it well.)
The Volcanic Traverse used four almost contiguous
colour maps of volcanic cones at scales varying
from 1:8,000 to 1:5,000. Mass starting at the
southern end of One Tree Hill Domain, runners
climbed by various routes to the summit of One
Tree Hill (Maungakiekie) to clip under the famous
tree, symbol of Auckland. They then dropped
again, emerging from the northern end of Cornwall
Park for a brief road run before climbing Mount St
John. Crossing two extensive school grounds the
course then climbed Mount Eden (Mangawhau),
more school grounds, then a brief road run on a
street map before entering Auckland Domain where
native bush and a path network kept the runners
busy for 25 minutes before finishing.
Winner of the 13km "Long Traverse" H21E grade in
97 minutes was Carsten Jorgensen of Denmark,
3rd in the last World Championships, with Thomas
Jensen of Denmark a couple of minutes behind
him. Local runner Rob Crawford, with intimate
knowledge of much of the terrain, came in third 12
minutes later.
Winner of the 9km "Medium
Traverse" D21E grade was Lisa Mead of Auckland
in 82 minutes, with Royce Mills of Palmerston North
89 minutes and Lorri O'Brien (Auckland) 103
minutes.
MARK ROBERTS ON O-NET

January 14th 1996

ETCETERA

Auckland, home of the America's Cup, is the
largest metro area in New Zealand, positioned on a
narrow isthmus between the Pacific Ocean and
Tasman Sea towards the northern end of the North
Island. The city is built on dozens of extinct
volcanoes whose cones rise out of the suburbs no
more than 100m. Some of the cones have been
quarried down to nothing, but many remain as
reserve areas, providing panoramic views across
the city.

World Rogaine Championships

Auckland's volcanic cones are generally steep,

The Second World Rogaining Championships are
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Car for sale
Honda Civic LX 3 door 1.5, Power steering, Bright
Red, Good condition, 1992, 52000 km, not an
import, $13,000, phone Scott 529 0150
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being held at Mt. Singleton, which is about 400km
north of Perth, on the 31st of August and 1st of
September 1996. Entries will be limited to 600
competitors, and there are no selection criteria.
Entries are on a first come - first served basis.
Information available on o-net.

guarded by a soldier; and that the remarkable
winning performances by the home team may have
had something to do with ignoring that inconvenient
rule about visiting controls in the right order...

THE AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER

email
If you have email at home or at work please
contact me atmark@kiwiplan.co.nzso that I may
add you to my list of NZ orienteers and send you a
copy of the current list, which already has 70 email
addresses.
NZOF Officers
Applications are called for the following NZOF
Officers to be elected at the AGM in April; entries
close 31st March 1996 with Les Warren:
President, Secretary, Treasurer, Fixtures
Officer, Statistician
Entries close on 29th February for:
Publicity Officer
Coordinator, National O Week, November 1997
Executive Officer, Veteran World Cup 2000
A prestigious national award for services to
orienteering during 1995, nominations to Graham
Teahan close on 31st March 1996:
1995 Silva Orienteering Challenge Award

25 years of orienteering in NZ
As the 25th anniversary of the founding of NZOF
approaches in 1997, Les Warren (NZOF Secretary)
welcomes contributions to a publication to
commemorate.

Thought of the month

The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering
Association, combining the Central, Counties-Manukau
and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Mark
Roberts, COC (520 5993) and distributed by Marquita
Gelderman, NWOC (412 8879) and published on or
about the first of every month except January.

Next Issue: March 1996
Mail your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket, or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or to my work at
Kiwiplan, 5th Floor, AMI Building, Manukau City, or fax
263 4794, or call me or my machine at home on 520
5993, or call me at work on 263 4793, or email
mark@kiwiplan.co.nz
The deadline
AUCKLAND

for

contributions
for the March
ORIENTEER
is Tuesday 20th February.

Disks please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard returns,
or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference. I
will, of course, return your disk, but remember to write
your name on the label!
If you can't supply your copy on disk, and the article is
fairly long, please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4
with a 16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and
font size at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller
than your word processor or typewriter would normally
be set up for, and the font size is bigger.

"An attack point is just like having a shopping list."

/ am perfectly happy to type articles or letters if
necessary!

Katoa Po entries

Distribution

Entries for the All Night Relays are usually made by
Clubs rather than individuals.
No official
announcements have been made about who to
approach to register your interest, but it seems
appropriate to call the usual person in your Club,
whoever that might be!

If you change your address, please contact your club
membership officer or Marquita Gelderman on 412 8879.
If you want a back issue of The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER,
please contact your club membership person, or
Marquita, or me.

Orienteering in China

The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.

Overheard at the Taranaki Turkey Trot: discovering
that every control at the Chinese Multi-Day was

Credits

MARK ROBERTS 520 5993
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THERE CAME A HOT MALCOLM
If everything had gone according to plan I would not be writing this. I have always been
under the impression that I could never win an event running on Course One because of
the more superior athletes with greater intelligence and stamina than I, competing on this
course.
My fitness level was pretty low and as I hadn't been orienteering for some months my map
reading and other helpful orienteering skills were probably rusty as well. Mind you,
fitness has never been one of my strong points, my map reading is probably on a par with
Rhys without his glasses and those other helpful orienteering skills are things I never had
to begin with so I guess I'd have to say situation normal.
Because of my physical state I decided I wasn't going to do any fancy stuff that day, no
leaping fences with a single bound or crashing through dense bush following a compass
bearing to the next control to beat the guy running round the road by a couple of seconds.
No, none of that for me, I was going to take it easy, follow simple handrails or if I couldn't
find any, of them fences would do.
So off I went without a compass and immediately broke my rule about handrails and ran
straight across a paddock to control 1. Control 2 was by a fence on a spur so apart from a
small deviation around some gorse I followed the spur up till it met the fence and hay
presto there's the control.
I took a few moments to check my bearings and across the valley I spied one of those
superior athletes with all that intelligence and stamina heading to control 3. This athlete
had obviously taken the direct route but I decided on a more sedate route contouring round
the hill then following the fence to the control.
At this point I looked out on the vista before me and could clearly see the position of the
next control, and beyond that on the horizon was the position of the control after that, but
between me and the horizon not a sign could be seen of the fleet footed superior athlete
with all that intelligence and stamina. I thought wistfully to myself about the abilities of
athletes like these but continued on to the next control in my usual knuckle walking style
realizing that in the order of things I was little more than an over-grown chimpanzee.
I plodded on to the next control. The course was following an exposed ridge at this point,
in fact the whole course was exposed and I was wearing my favourite floppy farmer giles
style hat to keep the blazing sun off my head. Sweating profusely I approached control 5
but shock horror, there before my was the previously mentioned fleet footed superior
athlete with all that intelligence and stamina. What could possibly account for his demise.
Had he had an accident or fallen foul of that wild carnivorous beast Jenny Shipley. The
24
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answers to these questions will have to remain a mystery as this great athlete is once again
disappearing over the horizon as I clip my card.
Once again I plod on to the next control and once again I meet the fleet footed superior
athlete with all that intelligence and stamina. At this point I could very easily have made
a fatal mistake because one of the biggest problems I have with orienteering is assuming
everyone going the same direction as me is on my course and that they know what they are
doing and I make this same decision now. I run directly towards the fleet footed superior
athlete with all that intelligence and stamina rather than following the fence.
Fortunately for me he realizes his mistake just as I reach him and takes off to the correct
location of the next control. At the same time I experience a profound evolutionary change
taking place as I rise to run on two legs just like the fleet footed superior athlete with all
that intelligence and stamina and we reach the control together.
The fleet footed superior athlete with all that intelligence and stamina flies off down the
hill like a giant condor and I like the dodo follow.
Sucked along by the slipstream of the giant condor the dodo flies for the first time but alas
the experience is so overwhelming that upon reaching the next control I am too slow and
the fleet footed superior athlete with all that intelligence and stamina who flies like a giant
condor has disappeared over the horizon before I can turn round.
I descend to knuckle walking again and return to following fencelines to the next control
then on to the last control where I once again meet the fleet footed superior athlete with all
that intelligence and stamina who flies like a giant condor who, believe it of not has been
twice to this control and also taken a scenic trip to the top of a nearby hill.
I return to the road because it is the easiest route choice to the finish while thefleetfooted
superior athlete with all that intelligence and stamina (if I have to type "fleet footed
superior athlete with all that intelligence and stamina" one more time I'll, I'll, abbreviate
it. Ed) who flies like a giant condor takes a more direct route.
I reach thefinishexpecting to see the FFSAWATIAS who flies like a giant condor already
there but no he is still out, perhaps he has been detained or had to detour around Jenny
Shipley's bulk.
However the day was a real scorcher and so in conclusion I can only assume that
intelligence and stamina have consistencies similar to ice-cream and jelly.
MALCOLM MACK IN WHANGAREI OC NEWSLETTER
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PENCIL O
This month it's back to good old Crater
Block, until its recent thinning one of the
best orienteering forests in New Zealand.
For some reason we have over 1000 maps
left despite using it for years! For those of
you who have not had the pleasure. Crater
Block was a large, very clean block of
grazed pines at the foot of Mt Tarawera. It
offered superb forest running, just trees and
grass with gentle contour. Despite the
unusual ride pattern which made it safe for
beginners it could still be technically
difficult with its gully systems and boulders.
Boulders are unusual in most of New
Zealand and Crater Block's boulders are
particularly intriguing - the mountain's
marbles. Of course the forest is still there,
and hopefully in a year or two when the slash breaks down we'll be able to use it again. Anyway,
for now you'll just have to make do with imagining you're doing the enclosed course with me.
Mark my route with a pencil.
• 1. Nasty little leg thisforthe first. Always best to be particularly careful on the first one. There
are three main route choices - one using the track to the North, the second to the South using the
broken fence, and the third using the middleridewhich runsrightto the control. I decide to take
the middle one. I run North up the track first until it does a little jink to the right. Here I keep my
eyes open becauseridesare sometimes just a missing row of trees and there's no change apparent
in the ground cover - you need to look up at the trees rather than down at the ground. I spot the
ride and turn right into it. Fifty metres on there's a little clearing and a deep overgrown gully
coming in from the right but I keep straight on and come almost immediately to the edge of a
sharp drop across my path. This is the first side of the massive main gully. It's a typical pumice
country gully - steep cliff or bank sides,flatbottomed and dry as a bone! There's a little open reentrant leading down this side and down I go. At the bottom I can again make out theridegoing
across the gully before the other side rears up in front of me. It looks hard to get up here with a
real bank at the top going off to the left. I veer to the right around some scrub on the wall to a
grassy clearing and climb up there. On top it's quite flat again and I veer back left again to the
ride. Along therideuntil it crosses a small gully. The gully forks on the left side of therideand
in the smaller side branch I find the control.
• 2. Looks easy! I follow myrideon again. After about 70 double paces I can see a big clearing
out to the right. I run on until the ride opens into a clearing with a low ridge running through it.
I turnrightand follow theridgeuntil it peters out at the end of the clearing and just ahead there is
a small knoll with the control on the other side.
• 3. A longer leg. Not much contour - I'll try to go straight, that long skinny clearing runs the
right way. I check direction roughly with my compass and leave no.2 aiming at the intersection of
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the track and Crater Road. I ignore the rides and clearings I see and come out on the track first I must have swung to the right. I follow the track left to Crater Road. Across the fire break and
road and back onto the track. Soon the skinny clearing runs off to the right and I go with it.
Down the clearing past lots of boulders. The clearing is broken by a couple of trees sticking out
across it and then it continues for a bit more. When it finally ends I carry on in the same direction
to the first ride. I spot the clearing on the ride to my left as I cross the ride but I continue straight
for the track. Reaching the track I turn left onto it and run hard watching for the intersecting ride.
Suddenly however the track dips across a gully with more hilly country beyond. I have missed
seeing the cross-ride but it doesn't matter. I stick with the track as it climbs steadily to where at
its summit it intersects with another. I cross the intersection and veer right, out onto a broad
ridge angling away to the South. I'm looking left hoping to see a boulder and a sharp spur
sticking out from my ridge. I don't see the boulder but the spur is clear enough and I drop onto
it. Along the spur and down off the end. There's a little hillock down there and to the right of
the saddle between spur and hillock is a little rock face with the control at its foot.
• 4. Out onto the flat. I leave the rock face to the East and immediately turn right into the shallow
gully going South. The gully peters out shortly and I carry on South on the compass hoping to hit
the neat little double contour hill. It must stick out like a sore thumb if only you are close enough
to see it through the trees. As my pace count builds up I cross a ride, automatically looking both
ways (not for cars!). There's a big boulder on the ride to the left - I must be about right. On
again and sure enough there's the hill to the right. I veer towards it so I can have a precise
starting point for a new bearing to the control. Then I realise that the form line on the other side
of the hill is on the map to show that there is a distinct step down in the land here - a sudden drop
of about a metre from one level to another. [Note that in very very gently sloping land a lone
contour on the map will be vague and sweeping in shape and be of no significance to the runner to
who will see the land simply as flat. But a form line is always there to show a significant land
shape.] I follow the step down on in a slow curve until I see the boulder and control down on the
lower level.
• 5. The forest here is so flat and fast that I'm not bothering to go out and run along the forest
edge, even though it's so handy. Instead I set my compass and run parallel to the edge - in fact I
can actually make it out off to the side and that helps me stay on line. I eventually hit the track
with the fence. I automatically check its direction [Always do this!] and realise that I'm to the
North of the bend - there it is not far to the left. I turn towards it but then veer right of the track
to cut the corner to the ride. Turn right onto the ride and on about 50 double paces until a
shallow gully crosses the ride. Turn down the gully and on to the control which is at the first
gully junction.
• 6. I'm going to take the low route to this one because if I go straight there's going to be a lot of
up and down crossing the gullies. From the gully junction I head down the gully at first but then
veer right up onto the spur with all the boulders. I pick up the ride and run along it to the forest
corner. A bit past the corner my ride continues on again and I follow it until it crosses a small
narrow gully and climbs up onto a broad spur. I turn right up the spur and simply keep following
it steadily up until it crests at a small hill. [Note that it's safer to follow SPURS UP and
GULLIES (or re-entrants) DOWN. Why? Hint: It's something to do with the way they fork!]
There's a long saddle beyond leading to the big hill ahead and the boulder I want is off to the left
side of it.
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• 7. Left or right route? Seems a long way down to the left. I'll surely save climb by going right.
I head back over the saddle and follow around the right hand side of the big hill. As the hill fades
it's compass North to hit Crater Road. I manage to come out right on top of the cliff! I turn
right to get down further up the road. And then I decide to run right up the road to the track that
runs off to the left. Taking this avoids crossing those energy sapping little gullies I'd face on a
more direct route. I go to the far left corner of the clearing past the old cattle pen (once
somebody's house was here too!). I head off NW on a bearing hoping to hit the next ride where
the gully crosses it. I actually see the trough halfway which means I'm going straight but I hit the
gully a little bit down from the ride. There is a gully fork here and I take the NW arm up to the
ride. Left onto therideand over the spur. I can actually see the boulder from here off to the right
- it's huge!
• 8. Last one. Best be careful not to stop concentrating with the finish temptingly near! Heading
straight for the airstrip on Tarawera Access Road would be simple but a bit out of the way. The
boulder is on the brink of a deep gully and I follow up the edge of it until it peters out, then swing
leftwards along therideand drop into the major gully. I head up this veering over to the left hand
wall and when the gully swings right I keep straight on up a narrower open gully climbing
gradually up towards the control. Leap the fence in a single bound, clip, and sprint into the finish
to the deafening roar of the my waiting fans - yet another brilliant triumph of outstanding mental
skill and physical magnificence!
MARK MCKENNA IN ROTORUA OC NEWSLETTER

AWAY EVENTS
From time to time in the newsletter there are entry forms and
adverts for events hosted by other clubs around new Zealand.
You may have wondered about them. Perhaps you have wished
that whilst away on holiday you could have a go at orienteering
in a completely new area. Some of you may have been put off at
the thought of entering a 'serious' competition, or might have
thought you are not eligible to enter.
So - here are some of my thoughts and experiences on the
subject of orienteering elsewhere...
I have always found map reading a trial. Mostly because the men in my life
had dominated maps and assumed responsibility for travelling plans.
So when I started orienteering it was a real challenge to perceive
myself equal to the task! I called myself 'uncompetitive' - these days I think I
used that term as a defence against my low self-esteem.
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In 1986 I persuaded my partner Nick to have a try at orienteering (we had
always been into the outdoors). Typical Alpha Male, he rose to the sport with
a killer instinct, often coming close to killing himself as he lost his way
through the bush of Taranaki. We found Egmont Orienteering Club
disappointing. At events nobody made us feel welcome or showed us what to
do. Today I often wonder whether we've improved. Nick and I had achieved
DNF on just about every club map available - I took it for granted that we
would but Nick found it frustrating.
Then we saw an ad for a weekend event down the coast at Bulls
It seemed a good opportunity to see more of NZ and play our chosen sport at
the same time. But what about our daughter, Heather Daisy? She was barely
2 yrs old. So I phoned the organisers - "no worries mates" and they gave us
a two hour gap between start times.
The maps, "Sandhills" and "Waitarer" were almost entirely white (If you look
at your map legends - white Indicates runnable forest) Now we got lost in

a real forest!
Our grades at this time were M/W 21 B. You have to enter within an
official age range and according to your ability - B denotes
technically we could handle Orange courses.
The reason these events cost more to enter are:
1) Maps have the courses already drawn on them before you start
2) You get a start time allocated before the race day
3) They are supposed to be organised error free!
4) A levy is paid to New Zealand Orienteering Federation (NZOF) to award
badges for excellence to competitors.
We began to meet lots of people at these events. One of the first was
a gnarled, odd sort of bloke, who offered us novices snippets of advice about
how to approach particular maps. "At waterfalls" he said, "go slowly!" and "at
white lines" he advised us to "go fast"! His name was Max. That was about
seven years ago...
These days I have come to believe in my abilities as a navigator. I
never get really lost any more, although Nick still does!!!
We now try never to miss away events. When you continually run on local
maps memory takes over and navigation skills are not exercised. We have
lots of cheap, family weekends away plus the chance to socialise and
compete on totally new terrain.
Heather has just started to enter away events. In the past she always managed
to find other children to play with and when we were out on the course I felt
happy about her safety at these events. Basically its just good family fun!
ANNIE SANDERSON IN EGMONT OC NEWSLETTER
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BEWARE THE RATRACE
At the Frank Smith trophy competition at Otari on Nov 12, there was a "manned"
control. Now whilst it is usually acceptable these days also to have woman officials,
I find it utterly unacceptable that it should be manned by a stuffed rat. Traditionally,
where controls are not manned by humans (homo semisapiens), we teddy bears
(ursus edwardii profundus) have got the job. It's no picnic, but we do it well. No going
off for a quick fag. No sipping sherry on the side. Just a quiet job quietly done. But
RATS! This opens up the whole question of the honesty of the course, both from a
competitor and a setter perspective.
Their reputation precedes them in such phrases as "faster than a rat up a drainpipe",
"you dirty rat", "smell a rat" and to "rat out" on somebody. Since the competition has
been run, I do not wish to dwell on bribery allegations. Suffice it to say that the
insolent grin on that rat showed he was very happy with the rewards of the day,
whereas no-one has ever seen a runner hurrying to a "teddied" control carrying a jar
of honey.
More serious is the probability that rodentophillic considerations influenced the choice
of control location. It is noteworthy that the "ratted" control was in a deep gully, with
obnoxious bacteria-ridden watery slime sniggering its way down the channel.
Obviously the nearest approximation a rat could get to a sewer. There is a clear case
to be made that this "official" influenced the setter. In comparison, there is no case on
record of a control being placed close to a hive, showing that we honey loving bears
are careful not to bias a course.
If this ridiculous modern politically-correct 'multi-speciist' policy continues, not only will
courses be set through actual sewers, but officials such as crocodiles will require
runners to wade into the centre of a marsh, there to have a control card and most of
the arm holding it 'clipped'.
Sir, we bears are being denied our traditional job. I request that bears be given first
refusal on all "manned" stations.
Edward Bruin,
Immediate past president of the Honey Samplers Quality Control Association.
National chairbear of BARE (Bears Against Rodent Encroachment)
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FREE
SHORT AND LONG BEGINNER COURSES
WEITI FOREST
SUNDAY 11 FEBRUARY
ONLY 20 MINUTES NORTH OF THE BRIDGE
Come and enjoy orienteering in a forest On your own or in a group.
Free map and loan of a compass.
Special beginner forest courses and instruction provided. Do the short course first. Copy
the course on to your map from the master map. Ask for help from an instructor who will
happily accompany you around your course. You will find an instructor most useful if
something goes wrong.
Start: any time between 10.00 am and 12.30 pm. Toilets provided. If you need transport
to the event phone John/Rae 624-1513 (Auckland) or Dave/Glen 418-2150 (North Shore).
If fine, the event centre will be at a safe swimming beach. The access to the beach is along
a forestry road which is unsealed and steep in places. Drive more slowly and carefully
than you would in town. Take special care not to spook any horses. Bring plenty of water
(at least a litre/head), food and stay for lunch. No fires or BBQs allowed. Have a picnic
and talk with others about your forest experience.
If wet, the event centre will be on the farm side of the forest. If you intend to jog/run your
course then do not take a coat as you will find you get too hot. Bring a towel for
afterwards. You will be given a plastic bag to keep your map dry.

Directions

Signposted from East Coast
road 5 km north of the end
of the suburban housing on the
North Shore.
This road has a lot of high speed
traffic. Take care when turning off
East Coast road on to the forest
access road.
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